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news // no. 3
As of 2019, small-sized businesses employed 68.8 percent of the total private workforce in Canada.
• US sends their vaccine surplus amid 
reports of blood clots





A report released this February by The Canadian Federation of Independent 
Business (CFIB) estimates that the owed 
debt of small businesses our country has 
reached up to $135 billion. The average debt 
of each business owner is estimated to be 
at $170,000, and 76 percent say it will take 
them longer than a year to pay off their 
accumulated debt. In surveying over 3,500 
Canadian small business owners the CFIB 
found that a quarter of small businesses 
state that they are making the normal and 
expected amount of sales they typically 
would at this time of year. While some 
sectors are doing better than usual (e.g., 
wholesale, construction, manufacturing, 
transportation), others like hospitality, 
arts, recreation & information, and social 
services are often deemed nonessential by 
their provincial government and cannot 
make the transition to online—and this has 
resulted in many taking on large amounts of 
debt. And of those who have taken on debt, 
the future is a problem as about 40 percent 
have already hit their debt limit according to 
a Canadian Chamber of Commerce report 
released early this March. 
In Vancouver, the CBC reports that 
a small sample size survey by the Greater 
Vancouver Board of Trade found that 62 
percent of businesses are still seeing a 
steady decrease in sales. An earlier report 
from January by the CFIB received answers 
indicating that one in six small business 
owners were looking at potentially shutting 
down for good in the face of COVID-19 
restrictions. The previously mentioned 
Canadian Chamber of Commerce report 
reflects that grim reality for business owners 
as 51 percent reported being uncertain in 
how long they could stay afloat with their 
current earnings before going broke. This is 
pressing concern because as of 2019, small-
sized businesses employed 68.8 percent of 
the total private workforce in Canada (while 
medium-sized businesses employed 19.7 
percent of that same group).
Small and medium retailers have 
additionally been struggling competing 
with big box stores as many of the large 
corporations have been deemed essential 
services (like Walmart due to its grocery 
section) while small businesses were 
met with restrictions and shutdowns. 
Many large stores were able to quickly 
modify themselves to meet the needs 
of the pandemic but small and medium 
business owners could not. In an article for 
The Star, Ontario alpine ski resort owner 
Chris Bishop criticizes the shutdown of 
ski resorts as he invested $50,000 in safety 
measures and followed all the rules but was 
still closed down. He comments that his 
hill “seems as safe to me as it would be to go 
to Costco or go to Walmart.”
Reports released on small 
businesses indicate that Canadian 
owners are struggling
 › Mom and pop shops can’t compete within COVID parameters
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Jessica Berget
Assistant Editor
Among the recent drama surrounding the Royal Family as per Meghan 
Markle and Prince Harry’s Oprah 
interview, the positivity rating of the 
monarchy among Canadians is at an all 
time low. With Barbados making plans to 
drop the Queen, many think that other 
commonwealth countries like Canada 
should do the same and elect their own 
head of state, but what would dropping the 
monarchy look like for Canada?
The poll done by Research Co., found 
that of the 1000 Canadians surveyed, 
one in four (24 percent) said they would 
prefer Canada stay a monarchy, 13 percent 
were undecided, and 19 percent said they 
didn’t care. The poll goes on to say that 45 
percent of respondents said they would 
prefer to have an elected head of state 
rather than the Queen when considering 
the Canadian constitution. 
Currently, the Queen is the head of 
state in 16 countries including the UK, 
Australia, Canada, New Zealand, as well 
as nations in the Caribbean and Pacific 
Ocean. With Barbados making plans 
to become a republic later this year, one 
must wonder what it would take to make 
Canada a republic as well. For Barbados, 
their 30 member House of Assembly voted 
for the move to ditch the Queen; with the 
monarch being written into the Canadian 
Constitution, this may be more difficult 
for us to achieve. Under section 41 of the 
constitution (passed in 1982 by Pierre 
Trudeau), the “office of the Queen” cannot 
be changed unless approved by Parliament 
as well as the legislative assembly of each 
Canadian province. This means that 
Canada would need the approval of the 
House of Commons, the Senate, as well as 
all the provinces to sign on to this deal to 
make Canada a republic—something many 
people don’t want to deal with (especially 
amidst a pandemic). 
Yet, there is a loophole in our 
constitution. The term “office of the 
Queen” has no real definition, meaning 
our constitution does not say explicitly 
that our monarch has to be a descendant 
of the Queen or that it even has to be 
the same monarch as in the UK. This 
means that Canada would just need a 
single parliamentary statute to crown 
as our monarch, or we could sign off on 
another country’s monarch such as Japan 
or Norway. 
In Canada, the Queen has no real 
power and only serves as a symbolic 
figurehead. She plays no active role in 
Canadian politics and since she rarely 
comes to Canada, her daily symbolic 
responsibilities are done by the Governor 
General. Because of this, many argue that 
removing her as a figurehead would be 
better for the country. However, things may 
not change even if Canada does remove 
the Queen as head of state and moves to 
a fully fledged Canadian—the only real 
difference would be that the leader would 
then be in Canada instead of England. On 
the other hand, if Canada were to become 
a republic and have someone acting as 
a president instead of a King or Queen, 
there would have to be a huge change in 
the constitution and to our politics—and it 
would be expensive.  
Canadians wanting to drop 
monarchy at a historic high


















On March 19, it was reported that the US would be sending Canada their 
surplus of AstraZeneca vaccines (which 
has a reported effectiveness of 79 percent) 
boosting the country’s supply of vaccines 
doses by 1.5 million. The vaccine (which 
was approved for emergency use in Canada 
last month and has not yet been approved 
by the US) is being sent both to Mexico 
and Canada in order to use them before 
their expiration dates. Unfortunately, the 
transfer comes with the notice that many 
countries in the European Union (EU) 
and across the globe have temporarily 
suspended the vaccine rollout amid reports 
of blood clots occurring in recipients. 
A blood clot (or thrombus) is a clump 
of hardened blood that can travel through 
the body and can cause heart attacks, 
strokes, and blockages in the lungs.
The first country to blow the whistle 
was Denmark which temporarily banned 
the vaccine on March 11 citing reports 
of blood clots among some recipients 
with some leading to death. Norway and 
Iceland later followed suit with the same 
concerns saying the link between the 
vaccine and blood clots should be further 
investigated. Other European countries 
like Italy, Germany, France, Austria, Ireland 
(most recently) as well as Thailand, Congo, 
Bulgaria, Spain, Portugal, Slovenia, and 
many others have suspended the vaccines 
until the matter is further investigated. 
AstraZeneca reports that there have 
been 37 reports of blood clots among over 
17 million people vaccinated—both the 
company and regulators maintain there 
is no evidence that the vaccine causes or 
increases the risk of blood clots. This is 
echoed by the World Health Organization 
(WHO) as well as the European Medicines 
Agency (EMA) as also encourage that 
people should continue to be immunized 
citing that the benefits of the vaccine 
protecting against COVID-19 outweigh 
the risks. Despite the company’s and 
health official’s advice, public confidence 
(especially in Europe) regarding the 
AstraZeneca vaccine has dwindled. 
On March 20, it was reported that 
scientists in Europe did find a link between 
the AstraZeneca-Oxford vaccine and 
potentially fatal blood clots, but only in 
extremely rare cases. In their research 
they found that 18 of the cases in Europe 
were a rare form of blood clot known as 
cerebral venous thrombosis (CVT), though 
it’s worth noting these kind of blood clots 
were more common in women especially 
before or after pregnancy or while taking 
birth control. The EMA says COVID-19 can 
also cause blood clots and the vaccine can 
reduce them, so it's safer to get immunized. 
They also found that these incidents were 
reported 14 days after receiving the shot 
and majority of the cases were in women 
over 55 years old. 
Since then, Canada has been 
monitoring guidance on the vaccine 
and has already administered more 
than 500,000 doses since March 20, but 
they have not yet provided an update on 
guidance for the shot. 
AstraZeneca vaccine rollout in 
Canada amid banning in EU
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• Canucks hosting the Jets in a two-game 
home stand





When talking about who makes the big money in the sporting world, many people just point to the athletes competing in front of millions of people. However, the voices that present these contests are also getting a significant chunk of the pie. All four of the following sports media personalities make an estimated $48 million a year combined. Here are 
some of those names that make a decent living analyzing sports:
As for whether we will see any notable mentions from Canadian networks is still to be determined, but as of now the money for sports commentary is clearly in the United States. 
Highest paid sports broadcasters

















Tony Romo: $17 million
Tony Romo is really good at making money. As if 
making an estimated $127 million from playing 
football with the Dallas Cowboys wasn’t enough, 
Romo also managed to secure a pretty lucrative 
contract as a sports broadcaster. In early February, the 
40-year old reached a multi-year contract extension 
with CBS that would pay him approximately $17 
million annually. Many people have praised Romo 
for his analysis as a commentator for NFL games, 
and CBS is looking to keep his expertise for the 
foreseeable future.
Jim Rome: $15 million
As you will see, CBS is not afraid of compensating 
its talent. Sports radio host Jim Rome makes 
approximately $15 million annually for hosting The Jim 
Rome Show every weekday on CBS sports radio. The 
56-year old also works as a commentator on the NFL on 
CBS and provides his analysis for CBS sports and the 
company’s website. 
Stephen A. Smith: $8 million
When people think of ESPN, the first person that comes 
to almost everyone’s mind is Stephen A. Smith. The 
face of ESPN is the highest paid analyst on the network 
as he’s reportedly making $8 million annually. Smith is 
the co-host of one of ESPN’s biggest weekday morning 
shows First Take alongside Max Kellerman and a new 
show on the network’s streaming platform (ESPN+) 
called Stephen A’s World.
Skip Bayless: $8 million
One of the most polarizing sports debaters is also 
one of the highest paid in his industry. Skip Bayless 
recently extended his stay at Fox Sports One in early 
March; he signed a four year $32 million deal with the 
network. Bayless is the co-host of a weekday morning 
sports debate show on Fox Sports One called Skip and 
Shannon: Undisputed alongside Shannon Sharpe. 
sports // no. 6 theotherpress.ca
Brandon Yip
Senior Columnist
The BC Sports Hall of Fame is celebrating its 55th anniversary in 2021. 
The museum was founded in 1966 by Eric 
Whitehead and a group of individuals 
with an unmatchable passion for sports. 
Whitehead was a curator for the museum 
during its formative years and was later 
named honourary curator in 1975. Two 
years later, he was inducted into the BC 
Sports Hall of Fame in the builder category. 
The museum has a long and rich 
history that includes its plethora of 
inductees, special displays, and events 
commemorated at its site located at Gate 
A at BC Place Stadium. Over 64 teams 
and 417 individuals have been inducted. 
In addition, the official website for the 
BC Sports Hall of Fame is proud of its 
involvement in the community: “The 
BC Sports Hall of Fame is committed 
to working collaboratively with the 
community. Through museum displays, 
educational programming, and outreach, 
the Hall advances its mission of building 
outstanding community legacies by 
honouring the past and inspiring the 
future.” 
Jason Beck has been the full-time 
curator at the BC Sports Hall of Fame 
since May 2006. He later added the title 
of facility director in 2013. He is proud 
of what the museum has achieved in 
its fifth decade of operations. “I’m most 
proud of how the BC Sports Hall of 
Fame’s reputation and name really mean 
something to the public, even to those 
outside of the sports community,” Beck 
said in an email interview with the Other 
Press. “I’m proud of the relationships we’ve 
developed and fostered across the sports 
spectrum. We’re here today because people 
care about the BC Sports Hall of Fame and 
that celebrating our best in sport matters. 
I love hearing stories of athletes who go 
on to become Olympic champions saying 
they remember coming to the sports hall 
as a kid and being inspired by a display or a 
story. Even just hearing from a visitor that 
they didn’t know about a certain athlete or 
event and learned something new. That 
makes it all worthwhile right there.” 
In terms of new exhibits, Beck says a 
new Vancouver Canucks gallery was being 
organized and planned, but unfortunately, 
it was put on hold due to the pandemic. 
“We have been discussing some potential 
ideas with the Whitecaps and Canada 
basketball,” Beck said. “I’ve wanted to do an 
exhibit on BC sport photography for years 
and hope that comes to pass sometime 
soon. Another idea that excites me is an 
exhibit on innovations and inventions 
in BC sport—everything from Debbie 
Brill’s ‘Brill Bend’ to Alex McKechnie’s 
‘Core-Board’ and many others. There are 
so many stories of BC individuals who 
created something new that changed sport 
worldwide.” 
Sports enthusiasts can also peruse 
a section of the museum dedicated 
to Vancouver’s professional sports 
teams (Vancouver Canucks, Vancouver 
Whitecaps, and BC Lions). Interestingly, 
from December 2017 till May 2019, the 
museum had a unique temporary exhibit 
honouring the late-night sports television 
program, Sports Page, which was a nightly 
staple for Vancouver sports fans from 
1977 till 2001. Beck was involved with the 
planning and organizing of the Sports 
Page exhibit and has fond memories. “That 
exhibit remains one of my favourites for 
a few reasons,” he states. “One, I grew up 
watching Sports Page and was a huge fan of 
the show, so working on this brought back 
tons of great memories and I learned a lot 
about the show that I didn’t know prior.” 
Beck gathered material for the exhibit 
by interviewing over 50 Sports Page alumni 
(on-air hosts to off-camera staff). Some 
of the people included Barry Macdonald, 
Don Taylor, Mike Hall, Dave Randorf, 
Trevor Henderson, and others—who all 
shared incredible stories. “Then getting 
all the alumni to gather for the exhibit 
opening, which turned into a big Sports 
Page reunion for many who hadn’t seen 
one another in decades in some cases. I 
just remember looking around the exhibit 
and seeing people hugging and reuniting 
everywhere you turned—it really was 
special.”
Although the museum has had to 
adjust to the pandemic—including being 
closed for several months when lockdowns 
had begun in March 2020—the museum 
is continuing to work the best they can 
under the current provincial health 
guidelines. Recent new exhibits include 
the Greg Moore Gallery honouring the late 
race car driver, and Maple Ridge native—
who died in a tragic car crash in October 
1999. As well, there is the Vancouver 2010 
Gallery for people wanting to relive all the 
exciting moments from the 2010 Winter 
Olympics. The classic Hall of Champions 
exhibit is dedicated to BC Sports Hall of 
Fame inductees. Another special exhibit 
is “Paddles Up!” as it merges the BC 
Sports Hall of Fame and the Canadian 
International Dragon Boat Festival Society 
to celebrate sport and diverse cultural 
expression in BC. Other notable exhibits 
include the special Terry Fox and Rick 
Hansen Galleries, and the Indigenous 
Sports Gallery which honours and 
celebrates Indigenous and First Nations 
athletes. 
Lastly, Beck states that of all the 
many exhibits at the BC Sports Hall of 
Fame, one that stands out for him is the 
Indigenous Sports Gallery: “I really like our 
Indigenous Sport Gallery because it was 
a truly collaborative gallery working with 
Indigenous sport leaders and peoples from 
across BC. It was groundbreaking, the first 
permanent gallery devoted to Indigenous 
sport in North America, possibly the world. 
We highlighted many Indigenous athletes 
and stories that were not well known but 
should be and some are much more so now 
because of it. The opening of the gallery 
was probably the most emotional I’ve 
experienced; it was just unbelievable.” 
An interview with curator Jason Beck
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Mo Hussain
Sports Reporter
Although most of the major professional sports teams are in the United States, it’s not as if Canada goes 
empty handed. Canada has professional teams in sports 
that range from basketball, to hockey, soccer, lacrosse 
and more. Here are the Canadian provinces with the 
most major professional sports teams:
Ontario
No province compares to Ontario when it comes to 
professional sports teams. 
The province has:
• Two NHL teams (hockey): Toronto Maple Leafs, Ottawa 
Senators
• The only Canadian NBA team in Canada (basketball): 
Toronto Raptors
• Three CFL teams (football): Toronto Argonauts, 
Ottawa Redblacks, Hamilton Tiger-Cats
• The only Canadian MLB team (baseball): Toronto Blue 
Jays
• An MLS team (soccer): Toronto FC
• An NLL team (lacrosse): Toronto Rock 
• The only Canadian teams in both the rugby league 
(Toronto Wolfpack), and the rugby union (Toronto 
Arrows).
This list alone brings a total of ten professional 
sports teams in Ontario. Let’s just say if you’re looking 
for a major sports province in Canada, look no further 
than Ontario. 
British Columbia (BC)
BC is one of the largest provinces in Canada, so it only 
makes sense that it has its fair share of professional 
sports teams. Here’s the list:
• One NHL team: Vancouver Canucks
• An MLS team: Vancouver Whitecaps
• A CFL team: BC Lions
• An NLL team: Vancouver Warriors
Although BC unfortunately lost an NBA team 20 
years ago, it’s still quite impressive that they have four 
professional sports teams. Considering how Vancouver 
has been continuously gaining traction over the last 
number of years, it’s not that far-fetched to think that 
more teams may be on the way.
Alberta
Not only is Alberta not that far behind BC in terms of the 
general population, but it is also not that far behind in 
terms of how many professional sports teams they have 
in the major leagues. Alberta has:
• Two NHL teams: Edmonton Oilers, Calgary Flames
• Two CFL teams: Edmonton Eskimos, Calgary 
Stampeders
• One NLL team: Calgary Roughnecks
It will be interesting to see if Alberta will benefit 
from other provinces like Ontario or BC landing more 
professional sports teams. 
As for whether we will see more major Canadian 
professional sports teams throughout the entire country 
is yet to be determined. However, considering how NBA 
commissioner Adam Silver recently talked about how 
“it would be nice to have a team in Vancouver,” and the 
CFL and XFL looking to do business together, you never 
know what could happen.
Provinces with the most major 
professional sports teams
 › Though not comparable to the US, Canada still has a good sporting presence
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Brandon Yip
Senior Columnist
The NHL season is past the halfway mark going into week 11. The Vancouver 
Canucks are out of a playoff spot when 
this article was submitted. With too many 
teams ahead of them (with games in 
hand), the odds of the Canucks making the 
playoffs and going on an extended playoff 
run are about as good as Piers 
Morgan and Meghan Markle 
sitting together for coffee.     
Sportsnet senior writer, 
Iain MacIntyre, wrote in his 
March 14 article that there 
are zero margins for error 
with few games remaining 
for the Canucks: “But this is 
mid-March, and Vancouver 
remains so far back in the 
standings that the only thing 
that matters now are points.” 
MacIntyre has covered the 
Canucks for 30 years—first 
as a writer for the Vancouver 
Sun from 1991 till 2017, and 
since then he has written for 
Sportsnet. 
He says covering the 
team during the pandemic 
has been bizarre and unlike 
any other year in his long 
career as a sports journalist. 
Prior to COVID-19, MacIntyre 
was used to being at Rogers 
Arena frequently watching 
Canucks games then later 
quickly obtaining quotes 
from players and coaches so 
he could write his stories to 
meet his deadlines. Now, his 
only access to Canucks players 
and head coach Travis Green 
is via Zoom conferences. 
MacIntyre says the Zoom 
conferences take a long time to 
get through—making waiting 
in rush hour traffic to cross 
the Lions Gate Bridge seem 
more enjoyable. “Now, Zoom 
is both a blessing and a curse,” 
MacIntyre said in a phone 
interview with the Other Press. 
“It’s a blessing because it’s well 
organized and it’s scheduled 
and it’s dependable. It’s a curse 
because it takes so long to sit 
through the Zoom call. When 
the dressing rooms are open 
in a normal season, I’m in 
and out in five minutes—and 
that’s because I don’t have a 
lot of time to spend in there. 
But now with the Zoom calls, 
it takes longer to get some 
quotes, to get some input from 
the players, [and] the coach.”  
He writes columns for 
Sportsnet.ca and most nights 
during Canucks home games, 
he does not start writing his 
stories until 10:15 pm (and the 
deadline is 11 pm). In addition, 
MacIntyre does television hits 
and makes appearances on 
the Canucks’ post-game show 
on Sportsnet 650 providing 
his in-depth analysis. He embraces the 
late-night radio appearances because it 
is after he has finished submitting his 
articles to Sportsnet. MacIntyre can then 
relax and just be himself when he joins 
post-game show hosts, Satiar Shah and 
Andrew Walker, for some late-night banter 
and silliness. MacIntyre is given the star 
treatment with a hyped-up enthusiastic 
introduction by Shah as he introduces him 
as the “triple threat” and “closer” of the 
Canucks’ post-game show. MacIntyre even 
has his own intro music—Jimi Hendrix’s 
“All Along the Watchtower”—as he 
quipped on a March 10 post-game show: 
“Let’s face it. This is the best part of the 
whole night. Not me, this song!”     
However, MacIntyre finds the 
television hits to be the most stressful. 
“The TV work is the most stressful because 
it hasn’t come naturally to me. It’s not a 
field that I was trained in. It’s one that I’ve 
kind of picked up along the way [....] So, TV 
always feels a little bit foreign to me. And I 
always feel like there’s a hundred thousand 
people staring at me! So, it’s great to work 
with [longtime Sportsnet on-air Canucks 
host] Dan Murphy and he’s a real pro. And 
Sportsnet has a really good production 
crew, who puts these games on. But that’s 
always a very stressful part of 
my night,” he says to the Other 
Press.              
MacIntyre states that the 
Canucks have played better 
but it may not be enough to 
make the post-season—due 
to their inconsistent play. 
“This is a 56 game season and 
they’re probably going to run 
out of time, even if they keep 
playing well. There’s probably 
not going to be enough time 
left to make the playoffs—and 
fully save the season. So, in 
terms of expectations, and the 
feeling that people had before 
the season compared to what 
occurred—it’s been the most 
disappointing in a couple of 
decades.”
  In the first month of the 
season in January, the Canucks 
had a record of 6 to 5. At the 
start of February the Canucks 
went on a six-game losing 
streak. This was followed by 
another losing streak of four 
consecutive games to end 
February (Canucks’ record in 
February was 2 to 11). As of 
March 18, the Canucks have 
seven wins and two losses in 
their last nine games. The last 
two weeks of March have the 
Canucks playing a three-
game home stand against the 
Winnipeg Jets on March 22 
and 24—and then the Calgary 
Flames on March 31. 
MacIntyre offers his 
own reasons why he believes 
even though the Canucks 
have played better recently, 
it still may not be enough to 
capture that fourth playoff 
spot in the North Division. “It 
was kind of a perfect storm 
of circumstances that worked 
against them at the start,” 
states MacIntyre. “But the 
reality is as well, they just 
weren’t very good. And a lot of 
players struggled individually, 
certainly the team struggled 
collectively, and they’ve 
basically been trying [to] dig 
themselves out since then. 
They’ve played much better 
the last five weeks than they 
did the first three or four 
weeks. But it still probably 
isn’t going to be enough. And 
overall, the season has been a 
disappointment—there’s no 
way around that.”
An interview with Sportsnet writer 
and Canucks analyst Iain MacIntyre
 › Canucks hosting the Jets in a two-game home stand
There’s probably not going to be enough time left to make the 
playoffs—and fully save the season. So, in terms of expectations, 
and the feeling that people had before the season compared to what 
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• ‘Luke Cage’ review
• No Justice
• An interview with Douglas College jazz/




    
In November 2017, Justice League, the big superhero team up movie by 
Warner Bros and DC comics (in which 
they attempt to outdo their Marvel 
Cinematic Universe (MCU) counterparts) 
debuts. However, what should have been 
a crowning achievement for some of the 
greatest heroes comic books have to offer 
was instead a middling effort that failed to 
satisfy critics. 
An entire book could be written about 
the saga of Justice League (and it has been) 
but to summarize: after the two mediocre 
at best films of Man of Steel and Batman V. 
Superman: Dawn of Justice, filmmaker Zack 
Snyder was given the keys to the largest 
assembly of DC comics superheroes ever 
put to film. 
After filming had wrapped, news 
broke that Snyder’s daughter, Autumn, had 
committed suicide. The loss caused Snyder 
to step away from the project, leaving 
Joss Whedon, the director who brought 
the MCU’s superheroes together in The 
Avengers, to finish the film.
Reshoots were rumoured to be quite 
comprehensive, with Whedon reworking 
scenes and leaving much of Snyder’s 
work on the cutting room floor in order 
to bring down the run time. Along with 
this, there were accusations of a toxic work 
environment caused by Whedon, which 
led to a third party investigation after 
Cyborg actor Ray Fisher spoke out about 
alleged mistreatment from the director.
In the years since the failure of Justice 
League, rumours began to circulate that 
there was a cut of the film somewhere on 
the Warner lot that was the fully realized 
version of Snyder’s vision. As the years 
went by, the fanbase, who once bemoaned 
Snyder’s direction of the franchise, began 
demanding that Warner release the 
Snyder’s version of the movie, which they 
dubbed the Snyder Cut. Devoted fans even 
went so far as to commission a billboard in 
New York’s Times Square, requesting the 
cut.
In 2020, with Warner looking to make 
a big splash with their new streaming 
service (HBO Max), they gave approval to 
Snyder to finish his cut of Justice League, 
which was to be released exclusively on the 
site. 
Whether this is considered Snyder’s 
original cut of the film, or a film that fans 
willed into existence (Snyder was given a 
$40 to 70 million dollar budget to finish 
the film) through sheer force of fandom, 
a question remains: does the Snyder Cut, 
officially named Zach Snyder’s Justice 
League, make up for the poor reception of 
the last movie? The answer is no.
This movie is four hours long, and 
that fact can really be felt. There are so 
many scenes that drag on for no reason and 
could have been cut. The most egregious 
of these involve many agonizing scenes 
where characters are just walking towards 
something in slow motion with dreary 
music playing over the scene. 
In press releases, Snyder’s wife and 
producing partner, Deborah Snyder, says 
that she hopes people watch this movie in 
parts, stopping to take in each part before 
moving on to the next. But when Warner 
is releasing the entire film in one drop, the 
likelihood of people doing this feels low. 
Along with this, Snyder also edited the 
movie in a 4:3 aspect ratio, meaning there 
are black bars at the sides of the screen. 
Snyder did this because he was hoping 
the movie would be shown in IMAX, but 
considering there are no plans to release 
the movie in IMAX… the choice is baffling.
As for the characters in the movie, 
there is more development into characters 
like Cyborg and Aquaman, but these 
moments still feel disjointed. While 
characters like Aquaman are better written, 
characters like The Flash get insufferably 
worse, with Ezra Miller’s portrayal of the 
character just as bad as in the first film, 
only now stretched out through four 
insufferable hours.
This movie is better than the first 
Justice League, but Snyder should not get 
credit for that. For one, there is no way 
Warner Bros was ever going to let him 
release a four-hour movie, so this film 
would have never made it to theatres in 
2017. I highly doubt Warner would have 
even sprung for it exclusively for streaming 
if it weren’t for the fact that the film was 
already sitting mostly finished in their 
archives. The visual effects are better, but 
it’s easy to do that when people who saw 
the first movie can already tell you what 
looked terrible. 
 While the movie does have some 
good scenes, like the improvement of 
some of the original fight scenes from 
Justice League, and an absolutely riveting 
final scene containing a redeemed Jared 
Leto Joker performance which sets up a 
sequel that will never come, the bottom 
line is Zach Snyder’s Justice League in an 
overindulgent slog that only barely clears 
the low bar of its original. With so much 
to do in this world, Zach Snyder’s Justice 
League is just not worth sitting through.
No Justice


















This movie is four hours long, and that fact can really be felt.
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Luke Cage, featuring Mike Colter as the man himself, is one of Marvel’s very 
own which is available for viewing on 
Netflix. Sadly, the show—like many others 
on Netflix—got cancelled after two seasons. 
Some minor spoilers ahead.
Having watched most of Marvel’s 
other shows in timeline order, I’ve finished 
Luke Cage’s season one. Though, I have 
to get through five seasons of other shows 
before I get to begin season two. 
The season picks up slowly, with Luke 
rejecting his role as a potential superhero. 
We initially meet him in Jessica Jones, 
where due to the circumstances, he is 
thrown into using his abilities in almost 
every scene he’s in. He embraces his hero 
nature and works hard to right the wrongs 
in New York. Luke is open, emotional, 
and his experiences feel raw and heart-
wrenching. 
Perhaps this is why the beginning of 
Luke Cage feels slow. Luke is closed off, 
alone, and doesn’t step up until the perils of 
Harlem begin to personally affect him. 
It’s disappointing to experience Luke 
in this closed off state because the show 
loses a lot of interesting factors. None of 
the other characters are 
particularly interesting 
right off the bat either, 
so for new viewers who 
haven’t watched Jessica 
Jones or Daredevil, I can 
see how it would be rough 
to stay engaged and keep 
watching until the show 
picks up. 
Of course, for those 
who have watched Jessica 
Jones and Daredevil, it’s 
another story. We have 
already met Luke in all his 
glory and have that to look 
forward to as the show 
progresses. We have also 
met some other characters 
such as Claire (Rosario 
Dawson) from both Jessica 
Jones and Daredevil, and other characters 
simply by name and presence in the MCU. 
One of these characters is 
Diamondback, a mafia lord who is 
mentioned a lot, being the culprit for 
many of the atrocities committed in 
Hell’s Kitchen. This makes him unseen 
enemy number one for Daredevil and 
The Punisher, though we don’t even know 
who he is until we meet him in Luke Cage 
alongside a gripping plot twist. 
A definite pro of the show is that it 
features black culture exclusively, and 
almost every main character is a person 
of colour. The story itself centres on race 
issues, with many of Harlem’s citizens 
priding Luke Cage boasting along the lines 
of, “Who would have thought a black man 
in a hoodie would be a hero?”
All in all, Luke Cage might pick up 
stronger than ever for season two, which 
is what I’m hoping for. The slow start 
definitely doesn’t pour through the entire 
first season, and if Luke’s a character you’re 
interested in, Luke Cage includes his 
backstory in great detail. I don’t suggest 
watching it without having watched Jessica 
Jones and Daredevil in timeline order first 
to gain the best understanding of the 
storyline.
Unbreakable skin with a breakable heart
































John Prine, an accomplished and praised folk singer-songwriter, won in 
the American roots song and American 
roots performance categories at the 63rd 
Grammy Awards ceremony for his last 
recorded song, “I Remember Everything.” 
The acclaimed American artist passed 
away at 73 years old last April 7 due to 
COVID-19 complications. His song “I 
Remember Everything” was released two 
months after his death. 
Prine had won three Grammy awards 
previously; his albums The Missing 
Years and Fair & Square won in the 
contemporary folk album category in 1991 
and 2005, respectively. In 2020, a couple of 
months prior to his death, he was honored 
with a lifetime achievement award.   
This year, the award was accepted 
by Prine’s wife Fiona Whelan Prine, 
surrounded by the couple’s three sons from 
their home in Nashville, Tennessee.
“I Remember Everything” was 
cowritten by Prine and Pat McLaughlin, 
and recorded by producer Dave Cobb, who 
did an immaculate job, opting to keep the 
song in its simplest form with nothing but 
Prine’s voice and guitar, instead of over-
arranging it with strings or percussion. 
Brandi Carlile, another Grammy 
Award-winning singer-songwriter 
performed “I Remember Everything” 
during the ceremony; she was Prine’s 
long-time admirer and friend. A 
couple of years ago, while Prine was 
recording his last album The Tree 
of Forgiveness in Nashville with 
Cobb, Carlile was working on her 
sixth album By the Way, I Forgive 
You, which was also co-produced by 
Cobb. Carlile ended up recording 
vocals in three of Prine’s album’s 
songs. 
Carlile has recorded her own 
version of the song which will be 
featured in the Prine tribute album 
Broken Hearts & Dirty Windows: 
Songs of John Prine, Vol 2. The 
album will be released on Oh Boy 
Records, Prine’s own independent 
record label. 
There is a very wide variety 
of subjects in Prine’s songs. He 
has songs like “Sam Stone,” which 
he wrote after being drafted into 
the Army in the late ’60s and talks 
about a war veteran. In “Angel from 
Montgomery,” Prine sings in first 
person as a middle-aged woman 
whose life has become quite dull 
and is looking for something to give 
it meaning. “In Spite of Ourselves” 
is a duet he recorded with Iris 
DeMent about a very ordinary couple full 
of imperfections but perfect for each other. 
The song has funny and silly lines about 
each other’s flaws, which they have learned 
to not only tolerate, but to love.
Amongst the dozens of songs Prine 
wrote throughout his career, there 
could not have been a more poetic one 
to be his last one ever written than “I 
Remember Everything.”
“[…] I’ve been down this road before 
/ Alone as I can be / Careful not to let my 
past / Go sneaking up on me / Got no 
future in my happiness / Though regrets 
are very few / Sometimes a little tenderness 
/ Was the best that I could do […]” 
John Prine may have found a perfect 
way to say goodbye, but his songs will 
remain with us forever.
‘I Remember Everything’ by John Prine 
wins two posthumous Grammy awards
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Vancouver-born jazz singer-songwriter Tia Brazda is refining her music 
knowledge at Douglas while completing 
a covers album in Toronto, and it’s thanks 
to COVID that she has been able to do so. 
With post-secondary classes being virtual, 
Brazda is able to reside in Toronto while 
attending school on the other side of the 
country. 
A self-titled “eternal-student,” Brazda 
has been making music professionally 
for nearly ten years. Her singles “Cabin 
Fever,” “Bandshell,” and “Daydream” made 
it to number 1 spot on the iTunes Canada 
Jazz Chart, among many other Jazz and 
Radio charts. She has also performed on 
stages throughout Canada, the United 
States, and Europe. It’s no wonder as her 
percussive voice is an elevated resurrection 
of Amy Winehouse. Not to mention that 
her 1920s speakeasy aesthetic is the perfect 
accompaniment to her sound.
Her newest album in the works, When 
I Get Low, is a concoction of her favorite 
covers which she began recording during 
quarantine to remedy pandemic woes. 
“Over the past decade, I’ve only released 
original songs, but I usually perform a 
couple covers at my shows. Once COVID 
hit, I went from being on my way to playing 
Birdland in Germany to being quarantined 
in my house following an exposure. 
Suddenly living in a pandemic felt very 
surreal and overwhelming at moments—I 
finally knew what writer’s block felt like. I 
needed something to work on to keep me 
grounded so a covers album was the perfect 
antidote,” Brazda tells the Other Press 
during an email interview. 
“All of the songs are in the jazz/trad-
pop genres and relate to the feelings I have 
experienced over the past year—there is 
Sinatra’s “That’s Life,” as well as “Into Each 
Life Some Rain Must Fall” by The Ink Spots, 
and of course, one of my favourite Ella 
Fitzgerald songs that I’ve been performing 
for nearly a decade, “When I Get Low, I Get 
High.” There are a couple special guests—a 
duet with vocalist Alex Bird and Jason 
Marsalis on vibraphone.” However, due to 
COVID, everyone had recorded their parts 
remotely, “Bird was up North and Marsalis 
in New Orleans. The rest of the band also 
recorded from their homes even though we 
all live in the same neighbourhood.” When 
asked for some adjectives to describe the 
album, Brazda replies, “Dystopian, dreamy, 
nostalgic with a dash of grit.”
Brazda explains how her continuing 
education helped her with her music. 
“Taking music courses at Douglas during 
the pandemic has been a lifeline for me 
to feel connected with music and other 
people. My main goal was to get better at 
sight-singing (singing off the page), and I 
can say that I’ve had a lot of improvement 
in that area within a very short time frame. 
Sight-reading definitely comes in handy 
when scouring old songbooks. I’ve also 
always wanted to give opera singing a try, 
so I am doing that with Eric Hannan. I 
noticed that my vibrato became more 
refined almost right away and I hear that 
coming through on this record.”
To add to the excitement of recording 
a new record, an album which Brazda has 
done background vocals on has also just 
been nominated for a Juno. “My husband, 
Chris Graham, produced the album, Heart 
Parade for Splash ‘N Boots which was just 
nominated for Best Children’s Album this 
year. I did some background vocals on 
the song “Heart Parade,” (featuring Alice 
Cooper which was pretty neat) and the 
song “My Family.” Being a background 
vocalist is similar to being a movie extra, 
you’re in the mix somewhere! In addition 
to hearing the album being worked on in 
our home for the better part of a year, it was 
cool to be part of it in some way as a singer. 
I really do hope SNP wins because, not only 
did they work very hard to pull off a very 
ambitious album during a pandemic, but 
it’s also just a really excellent record. Chris 
puts his heart and soul into everything he 
works on so it would be really nice for him 
too.”
But Juno nominations are nothing 
new to Brazda. “I have been super fortunate 
to have contributed background vocals to 
other nominated albums over the years, 
Splash ‘N Boots album, Happy Times in 
2015 as well as Michael Kaeshammer’s, 
“KaeshammerLIVE” DVD concert in 2013. 
It’s cool to see something go from rehearsal 
all the way to the Junos and I always feel 
very happy for the artist because it’s such 
a career highlight. Chris and I attended 
the Junos in 2015 for Happy Times and it 
was such a blast—aside from what you see 
on TV there is a private gala dinner that 
happens the night before where they give 
out the awards that they don’t air. It was my 
favourite part of the entire thing because 
there were so many great speeches and so 
many talented Canadians in one room.”
Unknowingly, I am sure that every 
radio-listening Canadian has heard 
Brazda’s voice, regardless of if they listen 
to jazz or not. Remember Sleep Country 
Canada’s jingle? Well, that was Brazda. “I 
loved doing that Jingle! That is definitely 
the biggest one I have done but I've 
also done jingles for TD Insurance and 
Homesense to name a few. I’ve actually 
wanted to do jingles since I was a tot so that 
has been a childhood dream come true for 
me and it feels good to make a living with 
my voice. Recently, I have started training 
to do voiceovers (the speaking part) as well 
so you may be hearing more of me!”
While the regular narrative around 
singing often involves not being able to 
make a living off of it, Brazda has shown us 
otherwise. What is her advice for current 
music students in terms of their futures 
with music? “Practice your instrument 
and be the best you can be. The second 
most important thing is to get involved 
in your local music community, attend 
events, volunteer, go to jams, and make 
friends of all ages. Also, find your audience. 
Is your genre or specialty more popular 
in another city? Consider going there. 
Having a mentor can also be so helpful but 
that is usually something that happens 
organically when you put yourself out there 
enough. Don’t be afraid to ask for things 
or contact people that seem a little out of 
reach. Finally, I’d say to focus on your music 
classes because some of that stuff that 
might seem tedious right now is certainly 
going to come in handy later.”
Keep your ears perked because 
Brazda’s new album, When I Get Low is set 
to release this summer. “I guess it will be an 
online thing or maybe some small backyard 
concerts, depending on where things are 
at with COVID. Singing spreads a lot of 
droplets so I have toyed with the idea of 
performing in an actual bubble dome—it 
also seems like a fun, safe way to make the 
best out of a bad situation.” 
Bubble dome or not, I’m sure that I’m 
not the only one hoping Brazda makes 
her way west succeeding the release of her 
new album. In the meantime, peep her 
Bandcamp https://tiabrazda.bandcamp.
com and YouTube at tiabrazdamusic!





 › Douglas Music student on her new 
album ‘When I Get Low’ and quirks 
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The Academy Award nominations were 
announced last week on March 15 and 
all the films and short films that are 
nominated this year are available now in 
streaming services and digital. In the next 
few weeks until the awards are given on 
April 25, I will do analysis of some of the 
films that could win awards.
One of the classes that I took this term is World History Since 1945 where 
we talked about watershed moments in 
the second half of the twentieth century, 
during a watershed moment with the 
coronavirus pandemic. One of those 
moments was in 1968 during the Vietnam 
War and predominant figures including 
Martin Luther King Jr. and Robert Kennedy 
were assassinated leading to a lot of unrest 
in the streets and opposition against the 
United States involvement in Vietnam. A 
few protest groups came together in a park 
in Chicago during the Democratic National 
Convention in 1968 with a common goal of 
ending the war peacefully.
This led to the trial of the century with 
The Trial of the Chicago 7 and Academy 
Award and Emmy winning screenwriter 
Aaron Sorkin presenting it in a way that 
makes it relevant today. While the trial 
focused on seven defendants, there was 
another defendant who was also involved 
but not recognized because of the times. 
The first few minutes of the film introduces 
all of the key people in the trial including 
Tom Hayden (Academy Award winner 
Eddie Redmayne) and Rennie Davis (Alex 
Sharp) from the Students for a Democratic 
Society. They then introduce the leaders of 
the Yippies, Abbie Hoffman (Sacha Baron 
Cohen), Jerry Rubin (Jeremy Strong), the 
leader of MOBE David Dellinger (John 
Carroll Lynch), a science teacher named 
Lee Weiner (Noah Robbins) and one of his 
students, John Froines (Daniel Flaherty), 
and the leader of the Black Panthers Bobby 
Seale (Yahya Abdul-Mateen II).
The entire trial took six months and 
there were a lot of errors that made it 
rigged and biased. The judge of the trial 
Julius Hoffman (Frank Langella) was 
racist towards Bobby since he ignored 
the leader’s complaints about his lawyer 
not being present and not accepting key 
evidence from him. Julius even told his 
security guards to put a cloth in Bobby’s 
mouth and he was so stern you probably do 
not want him in your trial.
The lawyers of the plaintiffs including 
Richard Schultz (Joseph Gordon-Levitt) 
appointed by Richard Nixon’s Attorney 
General were told to make sure that the 
men are found guilty even though they 
were doing peaceful protests and there was 
evidence that the police planned to beat up 
protesters. Despite that, they did not agree 
with the findings, they still did their jobs 
but kind of got along with the defence. The 
key moment that leads to the verdict of the 
trial is when Tom tells the crowd “If blood 
is going to flow, then let it flow all over the 
city!”
I think this resonates with what 
happened during the insurrection on 
Capital Hill four months after the film 
was released, except in a more negative 
way than what happened in 1968. Various 
phrases could mean other things and it 
could backfire even when a protester told 
everyone to run the hill in another protest. 
Throughout the trial, they go back and 
forth between that, flashbacks, and Abbie 
doing stand-up with the pacing of Sorkin’s 
fast conversations.
They connect and show that it leads 
to a conclusion of what happened during 
the protests. Although the Chicago 7 were 
sent to prison, they did their job of being 
heard about the Vietnam War and law 
evolved in the next 53 years to make sure 
that something like this does not happen 
again. The Trial of the Chicago 7 is available 
now on Netflix.
Oscar analysis: ‘The Trial of the Chicago 7’






























The entire trial took six months and there were a lot 
of errors that made it rigged and biased. 
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“Perfection is achieved, not when there is nothing more to add, but when there 
is nothing left to take away,” said Antoine de 
Saint-Exupéry, French writer, poet, aristocrat, 
journalist, and pioneering aviator. Apparently, he 
had a thing or two to say about minimalism too. 
Minimalism as a philosophy can be applied to 
many different channels including art, lifestyle, 
architecture, and interior design. Minimalist 
style in interior design involves using the bare 
minimum to create a simple and uncluttered 
space. This is good for students because we’re 
forced to live meagerly at times due to our 
budgets. But just because we’re following 
a budget doesn’t mean we’ve got to live in a 
space that makes that obvious. Here are five 
inspirational budget home decor tips to inspire:
Splurge on things you use most
Instead of buying all kinds of fancy little 
accessories which rack up in cost, put your 
money towards the things you use the most, 
like your couch and your bed. Find core items 
that see a lot of attention and, coincidentally, 
take up a lot of surface area. It’s an excellent 
investment that will go a long way. Like my 
dad always said, investing in a good pair of 
shoes builds a strong foundation for the rest of 
you to grow from. Can’t the same be said about 
your home? 
Don’t binge shop
Much like grocery shopping, people claim 
you’ll save money if you make large, infrequent 
trips to the store. The reasoning behind this 
is you’ll spend less time running around and 
you’ll save money because you’ll have fewer 
opportunities for impulse buys. But I say forget 
that both for groceries and home decor! You 
can find yourself with substantial savings 
when shopping over an extended period. For 
groceries, this means less spoiled food and 
waste. For home decor, it means finding all the 
hidden gems and sales! Besides, if you are on a 
tight budget and you buy everything all at once, 
you’re more likely going to want to replace your 
purchases within a few years anyway. Shop for 
good quality items over time as you can afford 
them or as they become affordable! 
Little paint goes a long way
I recently watched a collaborative effort on 
YouTube of the guys from the Rhett & Link 
channel painting their office walls to look like 
themselves. They called it “Skin Walling.” I call 
it ingenious! They matched their skin tones, 
eye colours, and hair colours in paint, then 
painted their walls in such a way as to lean 
against them and “disappear.” Did they actually 
disappear? No, but they did have a super fun 
time decorating their offices, and the results 
were amazing! Paint is one of the most effective 
and cost-efficient ways to change up your space 
and it really is the most fun, too. Who says you 
need to just paint your walls a solid colour? Why 
not try painting a mural, some flowers, a map, or 
like the YouTube stars, try painting your walls to 
look like you! A simple paint job can transform 
the entire look and feel of your home.
Shopping second-hand
Everyone knows that estates sales, auctions, 
Kijiji, Craigslist, and thrift stores are excellent 
sources for quality home decor pieces and they 
are a far better alternative to buying new if you 
want to truly minimize your costs and your eco-
footprint. You are 100 percent more likely to find 
that perfect, one-of-a-kind vintage piece too! It’s 
true what they about “one man’s trash is another 
man’s treasure.” When shopping second-hand, 
it’s sometimes easier to negotiate on prices to get 
what you want for cheaper simply because the 
previous owner is looking to get rid of it! 
Decorate with books
Books are for the mind like the gym is for the 
body! Not only are books great for our self-
development and as inexpensive entertainment, 
but they can be used to decorate your home too! 
Stack a statuette or a nightlight on top of a pile 
of books or fill in any empty shelves and corners 
with beautifully bound books. The livelier the 
designs and covers the better. And as a bonus, if 
you’ve got some unusual titles, having them on 
display can lend well to conversational pieces 
with guests.
Making ‘cents’ of shopping
 › Five budget home decor tips
Matthew Fraser
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Joseph Robinette Biden Jr. has been the president of the United States for about 60 days now. After decades in the senate, eight years as vice-president, and an election contested often by 
Republicans, Biden can now add “president” to his list of accomplishments. Though his predecessor 
is unlikely to fade into the population and content himself with a library or a couple hospitals, Biden 
has managed to put him largely in the past and move forward with his agenda. In many ways (due 
in no small part to a Twitter ban) the general population has been able to do so as well; as the great 
Sharon Jones once sang: “I’ve got better things to do than remember you.”
Before I dive into the criticisms, it is worth first noting that Biden has managed to do a few good 
things within his first 60 days; unfortunately, some of those things come with an asterisk. 
Though the actual vaccine was created before Joe Biden took office, he greatly 
increased distribution and has managed to make good on his promise to 
vaccinate 100 million people in 100 days—and beat his deadline 
by 42 days. With vaccine skepticism being widespread, this 
has been a huge accomplishment. Biden also wasted 
no time in attacking the argued climate failures 
of his predecessor. Within days, Biden 
would rejoin the Paris climate accord 
and axe the Keystone XL pipeline 
project. Despite Senator Ted 
Cruz’s criticisms that Biden 
cares more for the people 
of Paris than the people 




 early report card on the oldest president ever
Canadian leaders felt at these actions, Biden chose to do this for the people 
hoping to see a more realistic view and attack on climate change from their 
president. Shortly thereafter, Biden overturned the hugely controversial 
majority-Muslim country travel ban. Surprisingly, there was little to no reported 
pushback from the Republican party or its base following this action. 
The new administration made much ado about divesting from private 
prisons, but managed to leave out that this would not apply to ICE facilities 
and roughly 80 percent of the prison industry. Additionally, Biden has used 
executive orders to overturn or reorient policy in a manner more agreeable 
to his agenda. Although he originally stated he would not unconstitutionally 
dictate through executive order he has shown a willingness to use them to 
forward the ball more than previous presidents; Biden signed 28 executive 
orders in his first two weeks—easily exceeding the totals that Trump (12), 
Obama (16), and Bush (7) accumulated over their entire first month.
Biden has also shown himself to be confused in terms of ideological 
appointments and downright unwilling to fight for good policy. Though his 
appointment of Deb Haaland as the first indigenous Interior Secretary was 
a progressive win, Biden has managed to use identity politics to appoint 
corporatist or status quo Democrats to key positions. Notoriously problematic 
Neera Tanden was nominated for the Office of Management and Budget seat 
but was only pushed out due to her “mean tweets.” Though Tanden has a 
horrendous history including suggesting taking Libya’s oil in return for bombing 
it to reduce America’s debt, her appointment as well as her rejection had 
almost nothing to do with policy. 
Additionally, appointing Lloyd Austin as Defence Secretary satisfied the 
identity mob by putting a black face into power, but it also satisfied defence 
contractor Raytheon Technologies by putting a board member in charge of 
dropping bombs and purchasing jets. Though the “historic” image of bombers 
with BLM and LGBTQ+ stickers have provided ample meme fodder, one sharp 
Minnesota ice fisher noted: “They’re dropping bombs in Syria right now—and 
those bombs are kinda expensive for a dude who owes me $2,000,” and this 
sentiment is exactly right. For some reason known only to him, Biden chose to 
break his $2000 cheque promise but return to the illegal foreign bombings that 
some want to end.
On that topic, Joe Biden has ascended to the highest seat in America 
only to capitulate to literally anyone with an objection. Some random senate 
parliamentarian (basically a high-level secretary) had an objection so powerful 
that Joe Biden just could not move forward with his plans to increase minimum 
wage to $15 an hour. Despite previous administrations overruling or simply 
firing obstinate parliamentarians, Biden has keeled over in the face of this 
almighty naysayer. There is much indication, however, that the campaign 
promise Biden buried in his website was something he wasn’t particularly 
interested in passing in the first place (and he has said he doesn’t think it will 
survive in his COVID-19 relief plan). In fact, one savvy reporter asked if Biden 
was fighting harder for Tanden than he was for a living wage.
As eluded to earlier, in a strange overture to the Republican party, Joe 
Biden further means tested and slowed his stimulus cheque delivery, ostensibly 
to motivate conservatives towards by bipartisan support. Unfortunately, not 
one of them took the offer. In fact, Biden nearly lost Senators like Joe Manchin 
and other “Blue Dogs” in the process. And despite some voters noting that 
they choose to vote for Trump partially because of the cheques with his name 
on it, Biden elected to not do so in what Republican commentator Saagar 
Enjeti called the “One of the stupidest things I’ve ever seen.” 
Sticking with the path laid before him by former 
presidents Obama and Trump, illegal immigrants along the southern border 
were once again ushered into cages. Despite much chest beating by AOC 
and Kamala Harris (who is now conspicuously silent on the matter), “migrant 
overflow facilities” have made their return. Yet, this onslaught of desperate 
migrants has given various Republicans another chance to dig in their heels 
and resist bipartisan work. Republican politician Lindsey Graham responded 
with “God, no” to furthering a bill he had written just 43 days prior unless the 
southern border was better managed. This meaning that the same Joe Biden 
who flubbed support for an immensely popular stimulus cheque can now flub 
advancing immigration and border reform. 
On foreign policy, Biden has managed to both fail at peaceful or bully 
tactics with Iran while simultaneously giving fodder to China and Russia. 
America broke its agreement with Iran and then sanctioned them to curb 
Tehran’s nuclear, missile, and arms threats—but I feel this was for no good 
reason. Instead of lifting sanctions as gesture of good faith, Biden has chosen 
to offer nothing to avert further uranium enrichment while demanding 
compliance. China has returned to embarrassing American diplomats—
including a covid anal swab—and Russia’s Vladimir Putin has challenged Biden 
to what some saw as a mocking debate.
In a shocking move, five white house staffers who admitted to previous 
marijuana usage were forced to resign while untold others were “reassigned.” 
Despite previous notes from the president that they would not be punished 
for past usage, these recent reshufflings occurred. It bears noting that Kamala 
Harris has admitted to smoking marijuana and previous president Barack 
Obama has discussed it as well. Worse still, weed is legal in Washington DC—so 
this may spell doom for any hope that the orchestrator of the horrendous 1994 
crime bill would undo his handiwork.
Even the strange Bidenisms that were once entertaining (he likes to call 
people “Lying, dog-faced pony soldiers”) have taken a somewhat dark turn. 
By continuing the campaign tactic of avoiding press conferences, Biden has 
allowed the rumours of age-related decline to increase. After falling numerous 
times while ascending the steps of Air Force One, it seems to some as if the 
gaffe of calling Kamala Harris president could be a signal of the future. As 
I’ve previously noted, Biden is the oldest president ever, and with other US 
politicians in his age range facing ouster due to cognitive decline, his abilities 
may be a serious question. 
Though I have been overwhelmingly critical of Biden, I think his initial 
actions have been on better side of mixed thus far. However, that may not be 
positive enough in the long run. The real question will be what momentum he 
carries into the next year of his presidency. If the American economy recovers 
by the end of summer but the border crises remain unabated, Republicans may 
be able to turn a few seats in the 2022 midterms. If the Republicans can avoid 
flack for their opposition to the stimulus bill, they may be in position to show 
an invigorated challenge to Biden—with or without Trump at the helm in 2024. 
Without delivering a large wage hike, the president may see his initially positive 
reception dissipate. Biden may not have the energy to dual anyone on stage 
four years from now and that may influence tactics on both sides. At worst, this 
will make Biden a somewhat popular stopgap president. With about 60 days 






















Joe Biden has ascended to the highest seat in America 
only to capitulate to literally anyone with an objection.
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Certain vegetables get a lot of hate for just being themselves. Many 
people recount disgusting experiences of 
vegetables being bland or having a strange 
texture, and that permanently turns them 
off of certain veggies forever. When I was 
a veggie-virgin, I ate an avocado straight—
no flavouring, no spices, no lemon—and 
I wanted to puke. It was like eating butter 
straight, but worse. (Don’t tell Paula 
Deen.) That’s just because I didn’t know 
jack though. It seems some have a strong 
distaste for everything vegetable, but you’re 
simply wrong if you feel that way. Veggies 
are jam-packed with nutrients, are often low 
in calories, and are an extremely efficient 
source of fuel. Tough people eat their 
veggies. So, if you don’t want to be a weenie, 
here are a few ways to get into vegetables:
1) Add oil or butter
This is the king of all ways to enjoy 
vegetables. Douse them in oil or butter, 
cook them, add a pinch of salt—and they 
speak a universal language of deliciousness. 
You can also heat your oil or butter on its 
own first and add flavour with garlic or 
other spices to permeate the oil or butter.
2) Make them tender, crispy, or rice-like!
If you don’t enjoy eating broccoli raw 
for example, there are a million other 
ways you can enjoy it. Steam them until 
they’re bright green for a soft yet crunchy 
experience or bake them in the oven 
for some crispy bites. Cauliflower has a 
crumbly texture that can easily be made 
into a rice-like dish that has a ton of 
nutrients and few carbs (unlike actual rice, 
and especially white rice).
3) Add something sweet or sour
The association for sweet and sour 
shouldn’t end at pork; veggies are seriously 
tasty when doused in a good marinade. 
You could go for something more acidic 
like lemon juice and vinegar (and olive oil), 
or you could go for something sweet like 
maple syrup, honey, or rice vinegar. Often a 
little bit of both is best.
4) Toss in some spices
Seasoning salt should get a spotlight in all 
things cooking—especially veggies. It’s great 
in a simple salad or all over your cauliflower 
bites, along with paprika and sunflower oil. 
Don’t forget about garlic and onion salt, 
cayenne pepper, and all the dried herbs like 
oregano and thyme.
5) Wrap them with other foods like 
bacon
Fat and sauces from other treats like bacon 
for example can get soaked up by veggies 
like asparagus while cooking… and that just 
means you get to eat more of the grease and 
bacon fat. Vegetables also go great with a 
bite of meat as the two contrasting textures 
complement each other.
6) Dip them in something
Tzatziki is ridiculously easy to make 
and easily makes everything else taste 
ridiculously amazing. You could also 
make guac, which would mean you would 
be eating veggies dipped in vegetables. 
Hummus also always comes to party.
7) Blend them
Want to get your recommended serving of 
vegetables with no fuss or muss? Make a 
smoothie with some delicious fruits added 
in. Avocado and banana yogurt smoothies 
will energize your keister right off. 
Morgan Hannah
Life & Style Editor
With warmer weather approaching, it is time to start thinking about taking 
advantage of those beautiful outdoor 
days—and beach days in particular. 
Living in British Columbia, we are all 
blessed to be close to a variety of beaches, 
mountains, trails, and parks. So, when the 
opportunity arises, it is crucial to make the 
most of each day spent outdoors. For me, 
taking advantage of the outdoors is packing 
dinners and bringing them to the beach or 
making coffee at the summit of a hike. 
When I say dinner at the beach, I do 
not mean grabbing takeout or pricey sand-
side grub; I mean full, healthy, delicious 
meals with proper cutlery and plates. 
And when I say coffee at the summit, I 
mean water-boiling French presses of 
coffee with genuine cream—none of that 
powdered stuff. 
Portable camping tools help make 
my outdoor meals memorable and easy; 
BioLite offers an excellent CampStove 
with many accessories, including a kettle, 
French press, and grill! It’s light-weight, 
portable, and an incredibly handy tool with 
perks such as a heat to electricity phone 
charger! Using my wonderful BioLite tools, 
I have easily packed up a cooler bag full of 
ingredients on multiple occasions and you 
can too with similar camping cooking sets! 
Here’s a couple of my favourite meals:
Salmon and Cauliflower dinner on the 
beach
It really is as simple as it sounds; a slab of 
salmon smothered in butter, maple syrup, 
salt, and cayenne pepper. (If you’re not into 
salmon, beef steaks, or pork shoulders are 
just as easy to prepare and cook up in the 
same way!)
Pair your protein with a whole head 
of cauliflower hollowed out with butter, 
chopped onions, and seasonings inside. 
Wrap the cauliflower head in tinfoil and 
throw both it and the salmon right on the 
portable grill. Bring some ciders or OJ and 
enjoy a full flank of salmon on the beach—
and you’ll be the envy of the crowd!
Protein-stuffed poblano peppers for 
breakfast
A perfect hike-starter, these peppers are 
a mild chili pepper packet for eggs, bacon 
bits, maple syrup, and cheese! OR for a 
vegetarian option, substitute the bacon for 
tofu and try goat cheese for a healthier and 
more flavourful alternative. Scramble up 
your chosen ingredients ahead of time and 
stuff them into the peppers, then wrap the 
peppers up in foil.
First thing in the morning at the base 
of your hike, bring out your camp stove and 
toss on your stuffed peppers—tinfoil and 
all. Cook until insides are toasty and melty.
Coffee at the summit 
This is where things get exciting! Bring out 
the BioLite kettle and boil up some water. 
When the water comes to a bubbling boil, 
drop your ground coffee directly into the 
kettle. After five minutes of steeping, use 
the French press accessory and slowly 
plunge down on the coffee mixture. 
Because of the light weight and perfectly 
packable nature of these BioLite tools, 
there’s plenty of room left in my backpack 
for a small canister of cream and some 
honey. How easy is that?
Why you hate 
vegetables and how 
to remedy that
Beach and hike 
friendly meal ideas
 › You wouldn’t eat a condiment on its own would you?
 › Making the most of a beach day 
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It has been one year since lockdowns began due to COVID-19. Our lifestyle of once going out to spend 
time with friends was dramatically altered—and 
it has especially affected eating inside restaurants. 
People can dine in at some restaurants with social 
distancing incorporated, but it is just not the 
same experience and freedom we had before the 
pandemic. And now increases in takeout orders are 
commonplace for many people. 
There is nothing more satisfying than opening 
takeout containers full of hot, steaming food after 
you have arrived home. If you are in the mood to 
order some hot and delicious Chinese food and 
family group dinners, here are four popular Chinese 
restaurants in Port Coquitlam that offer decent 
family group dinners to go. 
The first is Happy Chinese Restaurant, located at 
3266 Coast Meridian Road. They offer three different 
family combination dinners (dinner for two, four, 
and six people). The prices may not make you feel 
very “happy” in your pocketbook (the dinner for six 
people costs $84.95). However, if you order it, you get 
the following delicious items: Wonton soup with 16 
wontons, six spring rolls, barbeque pork, shrimp fried 
rice, chicken chow mein, deep-fried jumbo prawns, 
beef mixed vegetables, ginger beef, and sweet-and-
sour pork. 
Next is Sky Dragon Restaurant, at 1538 Prairie 
Avenue. Their family group dinners are similar to 
Happy Chinese Restaurant and they offer dinners 
from two up to eight people. The price for their 
group dinner for four to five people costs $69.25 
and you get the following tasty items: breaded 
almond boneless chicken, beef chop suey, five 
homemade vegetarian spring rolls, sweet-and-
sour boneless pork, and deep-fried prawns.       
The third restaurant is Timberman Chinese 
Restaurant, which is located at 1475 Prairie 
Avenue. Their family dinner combinations offered 
are for two, three, and four people. The dinner for 
four costs $53.95 and you get chicken chow mein, 
barbeque pork fried rice, and sweet-and-sour 
pork, beef and broccoli, four spring rolls, and 14 
deep-fried prawns.  
Finally, Rainbow Butterfly Chinese 
Restaurant at 1-2850 Oxford Street. Unlike the 
previous three restaurants, Rainbow offers two 
different menu choices for its group dinner for six 
people (Dinner A and Dinner B). Dinner A costs 
$56.95 and you get six spring rolls, house special 
fried rice, beef chop suey with black bean sauce, 
chicken chow mein, shrimp foo young, sweet-and-
sour pork, and lemon chicken (sauce on the side). 
But if that does not suit your fancy, you can order 
Dinner B for $59.95. It comes with wonton soup 
(or hot and sour soup), beef and broccoli, house 
special fried rice, deep-fried prawns, chicken with 
ginger pepper in black bean sauce, house special 
chow mein, and sweet-and-sour pork.      
In the end, all four restaurants have very 
decent family dinners for takeout—it is all a 
matter of personal preference. And whatever 
restaurant you choose to order takeout from, you 
will be guaranteed to be full and satisfied! 
Delicious Chinese food 
takeout options in PoCo
 › One year since the pandemic, ordering 
takeout has become commonplace
Jerrison Oracion
Senior Columnist
There are many restaurants that offer a variety of different styles and flavours 
of the chicken sandwich, but one of the 
best options is Kentucky Fried Chicken 
(KFC). The chicken is floured in Colonel 
Sanders’ secret recipe of 11 herbs and spices 
and fried in a pressure fryer to give it a taste 
that will guarantee that you will lick your 
fingers. There are a few places recently 
offering new chicken-based sandwiches, 
including the infamous Popeye’s chicken 
sandwich and the delicious Wendy’s spicy 
chicken sandwich, but nothing is quite like 
KFC’s chicken sandwiches.
KFC’s chicken sandwich offerings 
include the Big Crunch where a crispy 
chicken breast is fried and put in a 
sandwich. It is better with the Spicy Big 
Crunch which has a spicy sauce that is 
creamy and bold. Recently, KFC offered a 
new chicken sandwich that has the spirit 
of the chicken that you would expect from 
KFC and on par with the new chicken 
sandwiches that are being offered. 
The KFC famous chicken chicken 
sandwich is a chicken breast floured in the 
secret recipe but also dipped in buttermilk, 
fried, and topped with pickles and either 
mayo or spicy sauce. It is not as big as the 
Big Crunch, but the chicken breast still 
has a lot of meat. The sandwich is like the 
Buttermilk Chicken Club which hopefully 
Triple-O’s will offer again soon. While the 
famous chicken chicken sandwich does 
not have a loud crunch, it is as good as the 
Big Crunch. Also, the entire sandwich is 
as good as the Big Crunch with its artisan 
bun, which is soft and adds cushion to the 
chicken breast. The pickles in the sandwich 
give it a tangy southern taste and the spicy 
sauce makes the sandwich exciting. The 
meat is juicy and the sandwich is large like 
the Buttermilk Chicken Club, so it will take 
a while to eat it all.
The famous chicken chicken sandwich 
might be KFC’s best item and will 
guarantee that you lick your fingers.
The finger lickin’ good sandwich
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• War of the words: cultural appropriation
• Crying wolf
• Vegans should be more understanding 




Sometimes people are so terrified that words fail them; they are so distraught 
that they are reduced to shaking. Be it 
offensive tweets or uncouth politicians, 
there are times when words evade even 
the most erudite speaker. At times like 
this, people will fall back on hyperbole 
and comparison; at worst, they will use an 
unholy union of both. 
This draws to mind the all too 
frequent comparison of current events to 
historic tragedies, namely, Hitler and Nazi 
Germany. This comparison and realm of 
attack is so common that it has spawned its 
own adage as Godwin’s law: the idea that if 
an argument online continues long enough 
someone, somewhere, will eventually 
compare the other side to Hitler.
Recently, Gina Carano was “cancelled” 
ostensibly for her comparison of the 
current treatment of conservatives to the 
previous treatment of Jews. Some of her 
more astute defenders pointed out after 
the fact that her Mandalorian co-star Pedro 
Pascal has a history of doing so as well. It’s 
a frightfully common way of denigrating 
anything that people don’t like, and it 
extends past Hitler and into any tragedy of 
historic magnitude. 
Conservative thought leaders 
and politicians like Ted Cruz and Dan 
Crenshaw are quick to call their opponents 
socialists and state that their policies 
will invariably lead to breadlines and 
totalitarianism—quickly conjuring images 
of Stalin and Russian winters to defend 
the rugged individualism that they adhere 
to. These accusations have run rampant 
to the point that people literally protest 
healthcare access as if it were delivered in 
the halls of a Gulag and some would argue 
they even cost Bernie Sanders a job.
So, do these historic hyperboles hurt 
the people making them?
I think often enough the answer is 
yes. When these comparisons are done—
particularly in the political realm—they 
wear out the efficacy of these comments if 
they were warranted to begin with. Usually, 
comparisons to Nazi Germany open the 
person making them up to accusations of 
anti-Semitism. It is almost never the case 
that these people are true anti-Semites but 
comparing trivial actions to the murder 
of millions certainly carries an air of 
belittlement. And it’s that air of disregard 
and historic illiteracy that so thoroughly 
weakens the comparison. In fact, liberals 
have been comparing republicans (and 
conservatives’ writ large) to Hitler since 
at least 1964; it got so bad that Bill Maher 
had to issue an apology and say about 
Trump “this is different.” Even now when 
I refer to Trump as a neo-fascist, I must 
seriously consider the potential absurdity 
of the definition (though I haven’t changed 
my mind). And on the other hand, the 
favourability of socialism by American 
youth has risen with nearly 50 percent of the 
Millennial and Gen Z population in favour of 
it. This signals that perhaps when you label 
universal healthcare as socialist while calling 
Nordic countries socialist, young people will 
grow to like this image of socialism.
By cheapening historic tragedies, 
we prove ourselves incapable of making 
accurate and well thought out critiques. 
We also bury the real issues of the day 
under generally inappropriate and 
thoughtless hyperbole. Though it feels 
right to say it, it often ages poorly and 
looks ridiculous in hindsight. Luckily, 
we can compare things we don’t like 
to Trump, and it’ll be at least more 
acceptable and potentially appropriate.
Crying 
wolf
 › Who needs good 
criticism when you 
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Aligning actions with core values and passion is vital when 
persuading someone to change their 
lifestyle. Militant vegans take their 
passion for activism to the extreme with 
aggressive tactics that negatively depict 
the community and disregard that 
veganism is not feasible for everyone. 
An example of a militant vegan is an 
activist who dogmatically preaches 
their attitude on why eating animal 
byproducts is heinous. I have been 
vegan for five years and believe that 
militant veganism does more harm than 
good for the vegan movement.  
Although most militant vegans 
assume that their aggressive tactics 
encourage people to eliminate animal 
byproducts from their diet for good, 
food is integral to lifestyle choices, 
everyday routines, and is closely tied to 
cultural practices and religious beliefs. 
Some of which involve entirely cutting 
out meat from their diet, such as in Jain 
Dharma, while in many Indigenous 
cultures, hunting deer meat has been 
a staple of their diet for centuries. Not 
to mention how allergies to tree nuts 
make switching to a vegan diet difficult 
when receiving all necessary nutrients 
for health. For folks who struggle with 
eating disorders, the heavy restrictions 
of a vegan diet can also result in 
triggering their disordered eating.
My introduction to a meat-free 
lifestyle was through a community 
of people who mainly ate vegetarian 
because they found it was cheaper 
and ethical, unlike factory farming. 
The Smiths introduced me to the 
idea of meat as murder, and I never 
went back since, even after taunts 
about not getting enough protein or 
iron. I effortlessly transitioned from 
vegetarianism to veganism as I do 
not have any allergies, never enjoyed 
cow milk, and have access to vegan 
alternatives for cheese. Since I live in 
the city, veganism became an ethical 
and easy option which aligned with my 
values. 
When militant vegans from the 
activist group Anonymous for the 
Voiceless stand in front of SkyTrain 
stations with a flat-screen television 
showcasing gruesome imagery of 
factory farming from the documentary Earthlings, 
passersby tend to avert their gaze. The graphic and 
bloody depictions of animal abuse inside these 
farms are hard to look at, even after you have cut 
out meat for five years. 
 During my transition to veganism, I never 
went out of my way to watch documentaries 
such as Earthlings that depict the torturous 
practices of factory farming, rodeos, and puppy 
mills. Earthlings is worth watching but is hard to 
stomach, especially for those who grew up eating 
meat because of their culture or family practices. 
Most children do not have the autonomy to 
determine family meals. I grew up eating meat and 
attended a Rodeo while visiting family in Texas. I 
refuse to look back on these decisions with guilt; 
I made the best choice based on the information I 
knew at that moment. 
Some studies showcase evidence that eating 
too much red meat and dairy foods is bad for 
the planet and health. But the expectation from 
militant vegans for all people to restrict meat 
from their diet is unrealistic. Instead, advocacy 
groups should be focusing on encouraging folks to 
take on the challenge of Meatless Mondays. One 
day without meat is a step in the right direction. 
Therefore, resources on food-related lifestyle 
changes help the masses make an informed 
decision about whether vegetarianism or veganism 
fits best with their cultural and religious practices 
without harming the complex relationship they 
have with their bodies. Tellingly, most companies 
advertise their products as plant based as it has a 
better image associated with it versus the vegan 
movement. In other words, militant veganism 
should step back and reassess as their tactics are 
not helping anyone. 
Why militant veganism 
does not work
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For what must be the 100th time, Bruno Mars has been accused of cultural appropriation. The first 
time came in 2018 at the hands of one Seren Sensei, 
who lambasted Mars as “a karaoke singer, he’s a 
wedding singer, he’s the person you hire to do Michael 
Jackson and Prince covers.” These accusations were 
recently reignited in an interview with the Breakfast 
Club when the ever so controversial Charlamagne Tha 
God asked Mars what he thought of these accusations. 
It’s important then to define cultural 
appropriation; Cambridge dictionary describes it 
as: “The act of taking or using things from a culture 
that is not your own, especially without showing that 
you understand or respect this culture.” However, 
I think a much more hard hitting and direct 
definition given by Andray Domise describes it as: 
“superimposing one’s own understandings of another 
culture over that actual culture, slapping a package 
on it, modelling it, and often selling it. Cultural 
appropriation is galling to those of us who come from 
the cultures being appropriated, especially when 
we face social and financial repercussions for not 
shedding our own cultures and assimilating into the 
dominant one.”
Bruno Mars has openly and consistently 
acknowledged the black artists who inspire him, and it 
is largely impossible to listen to any modern music and 
not come across a black influencer. However, the term 
cultural appropriation was meant to explain actions 
and thefts more narrowly by the dominant identity in 
a society against authentic expressions of culture.
Take for example the infamous “Google 
unprofessional hairstyles” controversy. In 2016 
it was revealed that a Google image search of 
“unprofessional hairstyles” would yield mostly 
black people wearing hair styles natural to the 
texture of the hair. Afros, cornrows, and dreadlocks 
were deemed “unacceptable” by the wider white 
professional culture. This idea is so pervasive 
that even in the past two years multiple high 
school students have been forced to cut their hair 
to graduate or wrestle. Simultaneously, fashion 
designers like Marc Jacobs casually throw the very 
hairstyles that forfeit jobs for some black people onto 
the runway like a fresh new handbag. This is precisely 
the repercussions Domise spoke of.
And I think the fashion world is home to the 
most egregious of these thefts. Barely seven years 
after the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of 
Canada was formed, Canadian fashion designers 
DSquared2 released a line that not only appropriated 
indigenous tradition but had the audacity to name 
the line “dsquaw.” At the same time, Urban Outfitters 
settled with the Navajo nation after using their name 
without permission to market some questionable 
designs. In both cases, profits were made using 
motifs stolen from indigenous peoples. 
Yet, I think the strangest and most insidious form 
of cultural appropriation has come from the recent 
change in acceptable body image and a marked change 
in skin tone beauty standards. Consider the 1992 intro 
to Sir Mix-A-Lot’s “Baby Got Back”; it begins with two 
white women discussing a “rap guy’s girlfriend” and 
it ends with one of them shouting “[her butt] it’s so 
big… she’s just so BLACK!” Moving along we see the 
1993 episode of Seinfeld entitled “The Non-Fat Yogurt,” 
where Elaine looks at her behind to estimate whether 
she has gained weight and becomes convinced that her 
newly enlarged backside scared off her boyfriend. The 
idea of white women avoiding having large butts was 
so pervasive that in 2003 Ludacris joked that he was 
“the new phenomenon, like white women with ass.” Art 
imitates life to provide but a truer picture of the world 
than what many would admit.
Yet Kim Kardashian would open the door for non-
black women to absorb and emulate black phenotypes 
into prosperity. As Kim K’s butt progressively grew 
bigger, her lips ballooned further, and her skin crept 
darker, it became more and more acceptable for legions 
of non-black women to ride these innovations to fame. 
The trend became so pervasive that it spawned the 
term “blackfishing” (a play on the term “catfishing”).
So then is cultural appropriation real? Absolutely. 
Does that mean that everything that is accused of 
being cultural appropriation is such? No, I think there 
are a lot of misstatements and undeserved vitriol.
War of the Words: cultural appropriation
Kim Kardashian literally stole ass to do it
The idea of white women avoiding having 
large butts was so pervasive that in 2003 
Ludacris joked that he was “the new 
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This month, word came out that Bruno Mars is being accused of cultural appropriation for his 
use of black music and themes when he himself does 
not have any black ancestry. Despite listening to 
Bruno Mars for many years, this was the first time I 
am hearing of this issue with him. However, hearing 
the case against him, I have to say that I don’t agree 
with it. I don’t believe that things like music, clothing, 
food, or anything should be put in a box to only be 
accessible for one group to possess. 
One of the bigger sticking points of cultural 
appropriation in this country is the use of First 
Nations imagery. For First Nations people, the 
reduction and elimination of their culture by the white 
majority has been a scourge that Canada has tried to 
correct for years. The use of First Nations imagery by 
other people could be seen as cultural appropriation, 
but I think to limit these looks to just First Nations 
people make us suffer the same problem we did 
before. It leaves us ignorant to a group of people that 
have fought for so long for their rights, land, and 
recognition. If companies that use this imagery do 
their research and use it to teach people about the 
culture, then why not let them use the imagery? Is it 
really hurting people? Afterall, there is proof that we 
learn better from stories than we do from just plain old 
research, and things like clothes and products can tell 
great stories.
Some who read this may think that there is no 
“maybe” answer to this question. They may have the 
idea that if you use any kind of culture that is not 
your own then it’s cultural appropriation, and it’s 
bad. However, I think to not fall into the trappings 
of cultural appropriation would be impossible. For 
example, I am sure many people have made tacos with 
Old El Paso spiced ground beef or attempted to rap 
like their favourite rap artist. We may not think these 
are cultural appropriation, but traditions like music 
and food are not only important, they are some of the 
strongest links to one’s culture. So, when someone 
goes and eats at Taco Bell, or finds joy in how funny it 
is that they can’t sing every line to the classic P. Diddy 
song at karaoke, that should be considered just as 
inappropriate as a white person donning dreadlocks 
because it has an important place in a group’s culture. 
As these are the logical conclusions of the ideology, I 
think it does not make sense; there are many positives 
to sharing culture—and I don’t want to give up the 
delicious spices in my meat other cultures have taught 
me about.
My sparring opponent in this war of the words 
equates Google labeling prominent black hairstyles 
as “unprofessional in the workplace,” women having 
big butts, and Kim Kardashian as being examples of 
cultural appropriation abundant in our world, but I 
would say that these have nothing to do with cultural 
appropriation. 
I think labelling black hairstyles as 
“unprofessional in the workplace” is racist for sure, but 
I don’t believe it is cultural appropriation that others 
enjoy a hairstyle just because some have regarded the 
style in a racist way.
As for Kim Kardashian, I don’t pay that much 
attention to the family but from what I know about 
them, I feel like their Armenian heritage is well 
known. If they have surgery to get bigger butts and 
other augmented body parts I don’t think that can 
be chalked up to an idea that they want to look black 
as women of all ethnicities (including Armenian) 
naturally have this body type. 
Maybe making yourself look black, or 
“blackfishing” as Matthew mentioned, is a form of 
cultural appropriation. But in today’s world where 
anyone can just come up with a term and have it 
catch on like wildfire, it’s hard to know if people are 
offended by the use their culture by another group, if 
they have no feelings about it whatsoever, or if they are 
just going along out of fear of being labelled a certain 
kind of phobic. 
War of the Words: cultural appropriation
Yes, cultural appropriation exists—
but why is that a bad thing?
I don’t believe that things like music, 
clothing, food, or anything should 
be put in a box to only be accessible 
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• Comic: A honest version of Kylie's 
gofundme
...and that's everything!
I’M NOT POLITICALLY POLARIZED… YOU’RE POLITICALLY POLARIZED!
These days all you hear is the media babbling on about _________. They are ___________ the masses with 
their ________________. Instead of approaching issues like a good __________ would, they are ____________ 
people into to thinking that _______________ knows best when really __________________ knows best. They 
are turning the frogs ___________! Looking at the other side really reminds me of a cult. Their practices of 
___________, _______________, and ________________________ resemble the actions of many of the cults 
that are in practice today. Honestly, if __________________ just didn’t participate in politics, politics would be 
successful in achieving _______________________. And on to centrists. Everyone obviously hates centrists as 
they are really just __________ in disguise. The ignorance of these ______________________________ really 
make me feel like we are living in a ______________________ world! Wake up ________________________!
SHE’S NOT LIKE THE OTHER GIRLS 
The other _______________are nothing like me. They wear ______________________________________, 
_________________________, _________________ while I wear striped long-sleeve shirts underneath band 
shirts like The Ramones to showcase my ____________ individuality and originality. My music doesn’t consist 
of genres like ___________-Pop. Instead, I only listen to meaningful genres like ____________________-Indie 
and _____________-Screamo. I romanticize suicide because I am as mentally mature as a _______________ 
year old. I cried about the death of _______________ because his lyrics, _____________________________, 
really spoke to my ___________ soul. I was born in the wrong generation and should have been born in 
_______ instead as I hate current pop musicians like _______________. These girly new songs don’t have 
that ________________________ feel to them that a girl like me can really appreciate because of the level of 
understanding I possess. Sometimes I feel like I am a reincarnation of ________________ because their music 
















TYPE OF CHILDREN'S ENTERTAINER WOKE WORD OF CHOICE
ADJECTIVE
VERB-ING
A TYPE OF DANCE
TYPE OF ANCIENT WARRIOR CLOTHING
TYPE OF ANIMAL + THE WORD PEOPLE
PLURAL NOUN
TYPE OF ANCIENT WAR PAINT TYPE OF BONES
A TYPE OF SEX NOISE
TYPE OF FOOD NUMBER BETWEEN 0 AND 5






A STRANGE COMPETITIVE SPORT
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No one’s touch feels quite like yours
Wearing pearls on my 21st
you had fun with them. oh, how come
tell me to and I’m on all fours
It’s sickeningly sweet
Your tongue between my teeth







Couldn’t tell you what I want, you’re doing it.
if I call you to drive out to see me
cold and dark, 1 degree 
would you savor it? would I taste your spit?
do you burn for me? is your skin on fire?








pause,            keep going 
Lune
overtop concrete

























Life & Style Editor
Please, my desire is to
Leave here
And go to all the places
Cities, and








the origins of all you own
were neither by choice nor new
hoping others haven’t caught on,
unwitting  
II
through the un-mowed grass
segmenting 
ant’s bodies into three
no one’s around to tell you that the red ones 
bite
ant’s bodies into three
segmenting
through the un-mowed grass
III
the weathered neighbor who eats
canned cat food has come around to sell her 
plants
again. your illiterate mother
reminds you to stay in school
IV
boredom is a mythical creature  
when money doesn’t do things for you 
forced resourcefulness  
when money doesn't decide things for you
a creative-breeding teacher 
when money doesn’t buy things for you 
autonomous procedure 
V
field study: the outsider is always positioned 
to analyze 
un-unanimous with the highest register  
un-succumbed to emotion, instead a logical
comprehension, like looking into a sea of tea
when the waves calm before reaching the 
beach
a liquid window, waters paralyzed 
VI
we had less fears than our middle
class counterparts 
theirs: instilled by the watchful
eye of a hovering parent
ours: come later after living a bit
VII
in sociology class we learnt 
that when a child is asked 
what they want to be when they grow up,
they’ll name a job which adults around them 
have
kids raised in low-income neighborhoods will 
say
something like grocery clerk
whereas kids who’ve grown-up in an elevated
one will list titles that elicit better responses 
VIII
At what age do we start recognizing 
disapproving looks from others?
IX
Terry Fox tee, learning not to look long
in the mirror above the brass horse statuettes—
Robin Richardson
Zellers sweats, smell like mum’s cigarettes 
hair a mess in mismatched barrettes 
on the shelf scuffed and caseless, analog 
videocassettes  
X
blinded by the dystopia of government housing 
and inner-city schools
we made the front page
The little school that could
because something happened which society
didn’t associate to derelicts  
XI
over-ripe fruit and skunk
a cursory whiff from across the carpet-stained
living room
once I mistook one for pop
it wasn’t as sickly sweet as it smelt
instead, aqueous metal 
I wondered why all the adults in the 
neighborhood
always had one in hand
XII
open-ended ventures
propagated divergent conjectures 
inventor uncensored 
XIII
the rest now: counterfeiting 
aesthetic. not admitting
the origins of all you own
duplicating 
what we’ve created through our lifetime
adopted artistry 
hoping others haven’t caught on,
unwitting 








Life & Style Editor
The sheer number of unknowns that we, as a collective, have on this planet and its 
inhabitants is frightening. For how entangled 
in my life it has become, I feel like more 
should be known about planet Xexon.
It has been a little over two hours under 
the hot sun, and I’ve constructed some partial 
shade from the remains of my ship; from 
the shade, I watch as the creature continues 
to sit behind its rock, eyes focused on me. 
There seems to be a wariness to its gaze, or 
perhaps I am just suffering from heatstroke 
and delusion. 
The alien doesn’t seem to mind the 
heat; it doesn’t even sweat. Not like me, I’m 
drenched and stinky. And stripped down to 
my undergarments, having taken a sharp 
shard of my ship’s hull to cut away at the 
fabric of my uniform—anything to relieve 
myself from this heat! 
Something interesting and unexpected 
is occurring to my skin. I’m sure had I a cold 
shower, I would feel relief, but for now my skin 
itches, feeling like bugs are crawling through 
my veins. It’s the most infuriating thing! 
What feels like another hour under the 
sun passes though I’m sure it hasn’t been that 
long. My crew would realize that, with a lack 
of communication, there must be something 
wrong. Surely! But why haven’t they tried to 
rescue me?
I’m definitely delirious now, I must be! 
The creature seems to have shuffled closer to 
me, and I swear that it has eyes the very same 
as those of my sister.  




1. Freedom from war
6. Cooled
10. Castle defense
14. Baseball great Hank ____
















46. On cloud ____
47. Letter starter
48. ____ Bunny
























10. "West Side Story"
character
11. Atlantic or Indian
12. ____ acid
13. Anxious





28. She, in Madrid



















55. Cindy Crawford, e.g.
57. Slipped
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10. "West Side Story"
character
11. Atlantic or Indian
12. ____ acid
13. Anxious
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55. Cindy Crawford, e.g.
57. Slipped
59. Hard to find
60. Land parcel
61. Bottomless
62. Gambling term
65. Lyric poemPr
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